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Scope of Research
We are interested in graphs and networks in biology, chemistry and
medical sciences, which include metabolic networks, protein-protein
interactions and chemical compounds. We have developed original
techniques in machine learning and data mining for analyzing these
graphs and networks, occasionally combining with table-format
datasets, such as gene expression and chemical properties. We have
applied the developed techniques to real data to demonstrate the
performance of the methods and further to find new scientific insights.
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TOPICS AND INTRODUCTORY COLUMNS OF LABORATORIES

Topics
Imposing Network Structures for Feature
Selection with Omic Data
Networks have become a common place to represent
the relationship structure across many variables. For small
numbers of variables, networks provide an intuitive model
of the structure present within a dataset. However, as the
size of the network model increases its representative
power diminishes. In an effort to maintain the effectiveness
of large network models, feature selection algorithms are
employed to extract the relevant structure which is related
to a specific phenomena. Currently, the requirement for
accurate network feature selection algorithms is essential
as the sizes and complexities of the known networks
continueto grow.
Supervised classification algorithms are also commonly
used as network feature selection methods. The size of the
network structures has lead to the development of network
regularization algorithms. These methods exploit a sparsity
assumption to identify the minimum set of network nodes
required to optimize classification performance. When the
network structure is large and noisy the sparsity assumption made by these methods is appropriate it will enforce
the selection of the minimal set of features required for
accurate classification. However some networks in biology,
such as metabolic networks, are known to possess highly
coordinated responses to external phenomena. These responses potentially activate large sections of the network.
In highly correlated environments a related class of
models, ensemble methods such as bagging and boosting,
are known to perform well. Ensemble methods seek to

represent the structure of a large complex dataset through
a combination of small models which are built on a subset
of important dataset features. In this research we observed
an analogous idea to ensemble methods within factorized
network probability distributions. Based upon this similarity
we propose two novel optimization algorithms, Boosted
Expectation Propagation (BEP) and Boosted Message
Passing (BMP) (Hancock and Mamitsuka; 2010, 2012).
Neither BEP nor BMP assume a sparse solution, but
instead seek a weighted average of all network features
where the weights are used to emphasize all features
which are useful for classification. In this research we
focus on applying BEP and BMP to real world networks.
Furthermore, we investigate the similarity in selected
features and performance between BEP and BMP and
network regularized models. We compare model performances on two different types of biological networks,
metabolic networks and protein-protein interaction (PPI)
networks using microarray data. Our results on real world
networks, presented in Figure 1, show that to extract features from correlated networks the assumption of sparsity
will adversely effect classification accuracy and feature
selection ability.
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Figure 1. Imposing network structures for feature selection with omic data. The performance (in
AUC) and the selected features of the proposed methods, BEP and BMP, and the comparison
penalized approaches on the (a) KEGG metabolic network classifying heat stress in yeast, and (b)
BIOGRID PPI network classifying tumor occurrence in humans. In the networks the selected features
are represented as edges on the network. Good feature selection performance is assumed to highlight
connected submodules.
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